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RISING TO THE CHALLENGE
Like the naming of tropical storms, the major crises of
recent times have come in alphabetical order. Avian flu,
Brexit, Covid, and now… Drivers. Well, shortage thereof,
to be precise. A crisis years in the making, exacerbated by
its alphabetical predecessors, and now mainstream news
affecting all walks of life in the UK and beyond.
Like previous crises, with a mixture of judgement and
good fortune, it’s one we feel well-placed to handle. Last
year we moved our primary haulage to Chris Hayter, who
have proved to be a professional and reliable partner.
And we are now reaping the benefit of having invested
in our own delivery vehicles over the past few years. A
fleet of four vehicles may not sound like much, but it now
accounts for over 30% of our outbound pallet deliveries,
as well as being used to collect from some UK suppliers.
Recently we have made the occasional collection from
European suppliers, and we have also invested in a rig
to be able to collect containers from UK ports. And it’s
at times like these we really appreciate having our own
warehouse with an experienced and loyal team.
As you will read elsewhere in this edition, we have made
investments in other parts of the business too, notably with
the launch of our eCommerce platform which provides
customers with the option to order from us online.
But most important of all are the investments we’ve made
in our team. Firstly, we welcome many new colleagues
across a variety of functions, including some roles brand
new to RH Amar. Secondly, we have restructured our
commercial team to bring Sales and Marketing closer
together. I am really excited about these changes, and
believe they will allow us to further enhance the services
we offer customers and brand partners, as well as driving
our CSR and sustainability agendas.
With all that’s gone on in the world over the past 18
months, I feel grateful to be in a position to see beyond
the current storm and make commitments to support our
future growth plans.

NEW FACES TO THE RH AMAR TEAM
Over the past few months, RH Amar has welcomed
no fewer than 13 new colleagues across our
foodservice, sales, marketing and warehouse teams.

Manager for the Midlands and North West.

Over the summer months we saw seven new colleagues
join our busy warehouse team. A warm welcome to:
Laima Vaiciuliene, Wojciech Zwirner, Tomas Vaiciulis,
Andreea Stoian, Edward Taylor-Green, Claudia Bondoret,
and Alexandru Ninu. In August, Aleksandra Gralak
joined us as a logistics coordinator. Alex joins us from
Crouch Logistics. We’re also delighted to welcome
Paul McDonagh who joins our team of lorry drivers.
James Washbourne joins us from Brakes, where he
worked as an Account Manager in the independent
and hospitality sectors. James is our Area Account

In August, Chris Moore joined as Private Label
Manager. Chris joins from gategroup, where he was
Global Procurement Manager, and also brings with
him 20 years of buying experience from Waitrose.
The newly created role of PR & Communications
Manager has been filled by Meg Ogilvie Smals. Meg
has nearly 20 years’ experience working in food
and drink PR and for the past 10 years has been
Consumer PR Manager, Food & Drink for Waitrose.
Finally, Kieron Broad has just joined us as National
Account Manager. Kieron has an extensive
background in FMCG account management, most
recently as Channel Controller at Elizabeth Shaw.
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LONG SERVICE
Congratulations to our colleagues who have reached
significant RH Amar long service milestones.

CH R I S

MEG

5 YEARS: Jessica Bartkowiak, Modestas

Rupkus, Albina Lukaszek, Ashley Hanson
10 YEARS: Geoff Savin

15 YEARS: Jackie Cornish, Tony Williams
20 YEARS: Tim Brady, Paul Tuhrim,
Gary Morley, Chris Davison

KIERON
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25 YEARS: Neil May
30 YEARS: Garry Page

NEW STRUCTURE AS WE CONTINUE OUR GROWTH STRATEGY
We have recently made changes that will see our sales
and marketing teams brought together under one
commercial team structure, and CSR activity bolstered
with newly created roles to drive our CSR strategy.
Leading the new RH Amar Commercial Team,
which will incorporate all RH Amar sales and
marketing functions, is Justin Burbage who is
promoted to the role of Commercial Director.
James Amar moves to become Strategy & CSR Director,
a new director role which will oversee delivery of

our three year growth strategy and CSR activity.
Simon Fry has taken the decision to step down
from the RH Amar Board and takes on the newly
created role of CSR & Business Development
Manager, reporting to James. The new role will
drive our CSR agenda and oversee the 10% of
profits which we donate to charity each year.
The changes will support our long-term growth strategy,
including our commitments to CSR, and help us to
deliver our brand partners’ and customers’ objectives.

JUSTIN BURBAGE

Commercial Director at RH Amar
I have been with RH Amar now for two years heading
up the Sales, Private Label and Technical teams. The
knowledge, experience, and can-do attitude of the
whole team here at RH Amar has made this the most
enjoyable two years of my career so far. I have been
impressed by the great reputation we have with both
our customers and brand partners for our people,
brands, and service. I have also been proud of how
our teams have come together during the pandemic
and the closer ways of working we have been able
to adopt despite the challenge of remote working.
As we transition to our new structure, I am really
excited by the opportunity we have to draw these great
elements together and further enhance our business
growth for our customers and brand partners.
Over the coming months we will have the continued
challenges of cost inflation, driven by transport and raw
materials; and availability issues, driven by fluctuations
in demand due to Covid, production problems and

transport availability. These challenges mean that as a
Commercial team at RH Amar we need to work even
closer together to ensure that our customers and brand
partners are aware of and prepared for any issues this
may create. Our new structure with Sales, Marketing and
Technical all working in one team will facilitate faster
communication and decision making, to ensure that
we come through this difficult period in the best way.
In the longer term my aim is to further improve our ways
of working with our customers and brand partners by
greater alignment of our sales team to our brand partner
objectives. We will also be adding to this by developing
our Cooks&Co brand further to make it even more
appealing and relevant to the needs of the consumer.
As a business we are committed to driving
growth and value for all our partners over the
coming years and I looking forward to meeting
many more of you over the coming months.
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MODESTAS RUPKUS

Operations Manager, writes:
With driver shortages currently such a hot
topic, our investment over recent years in our
logistics capabilities has benefited both our
business and that of our brand partners.

This was a first for Ceska, who had never driven an
articulated lorry abroad. Equally it was the first time in
RH Amar history that we had collected an order from
a supplier abroad using one of our own vehicles.

RH Amar now has a fleet of vehicles and a team of
long-serving drivers. Our drivers really understand our
business and enable us to do our level best to fulfil all
our orders in a timely manner, whatever the obstacles
or challenges in our way. This has given us the flexibility
to step in when hauliers have needed us to. Or, when
boats have been diverted to different UK ports, we
have been able to send our own vehicles to pick up.

With an urgent collection required from our supplier
Kühne in Germany, we needed to act fast to collect
prepared orders to avoid disrupting their operation.

We’re very proud of our driver, Ceska, who flew the
flag for our RH Amar values when he recently took on
a special mission to collect an order from Germany.

With two lorries sourced, we needed a third and
asked Ceska if he would be happy to go. He agreed
and amazingly set off that day. Ceska reports
that aside from a few roadworks, the journey was
smooth and he enjoyed the dinner on the ferry
before receiving a warm welcome at Kühne.
It was a valuable experience for us all and, most
importantly, we fulfilled the order to our customers.

ONLINE ORDERING NOW AVAILABLE!
We are delighted to announce the launch of our brand new B2B online
ordering website.
Existing customers can now browse our entire product portfolio, see
stock availability and pricing, and place an order 24/7 on both desktop
PCs or portable devices.
Additional customer benefits include previous order history, custom
order pads for quick ordering and we now accept credit card payments
as well as payment on account.
You can browse the site as a guest by going to rhamaronline.com,
but for full access to all the great benefits and features contact your
RH Amar Account Manager who will be able to provide you with your
unique login details.

RH AMAR PACKAGING INVESTMENT
We’ve invested in a new cardboard shredding machine that allows
us to turn our waste cardboard into new packaging for some of our
customers. The machine creates honeycomb and void-fill cardboard.
It is effective, looks great, and is environmentally friendly.

A* IN BRC AUDIT
We were awarded an A* in our recent BRC audit (BRC Global
Standard for Storage and Distribution). A big achievement and
testament to the practices and systems in place. A special thanks is
due to our Technical team - Markus Endt, Elsie Walker and Freddie
Brady who assisted in the site being awarded the A* rating, following
the publication of the new Version 4 standard in January 2021.
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AWARD WINS
We were absolutely blown away
to discover we soared to 13th
place in the list of Best Small
Companies to Work For in the
UK - a huge jump from last
year’s 78th position. We also
achieved 4th position in the Best
Companies In Food & Drink and
made the 25th spot in the Best
Companies to work for in the
South East list.
We were also delighted to have
been awarded Supplier of the
Month from Confex earlier this
year. Karen Williams and the team
were praised for identifying key
members for NPD opportunities,
support for the virtual tradeshow
and presenting strong offers to
tempt and support members
as they looked to replenish
stocks as the foodservice sector
reopened following lockdown.

You say tomato,

I say Mutti
MUTTI CHALLENGES ESTABLISHED
TOMATO BRANDS
We have worked hard to establish Mutti’s position in the UK ever since we said
‘benvenuta’ to Italy’s best-selling tomato brand in 2015. Against a backdrop of very
established brands and a reliance on promotions in the market, Mutti has now grown to
become the UK’s third largest brand in the total tomatoes category. Furthermore it is the
No.1 pizza sauce brand in the UK1. Over the past year alone, Mutti has moved up from
fifth to third position, behind Cirio and brand leader Napolina. Mutti has also contributed
42% of MAT growth in the total ambient tomatoes category2 and firmly established itself
in each segment, including Purée, Passata and Speciality, gaining share year on year.

Did you know?

Mutti was the first manufacturer
to put tomato purée in a tube.

MUTTI INVESTS FOR MORE UK
GROWTH WITH TV DEBUT
Mutti is continuing its impressive sales growth in the UK with a
significant investment in a six-week TV advertising campaign
airing mid-September until late October. Featuring respected
farmer and presenter Jimmy Doherty, the films take viewers on
a journey of discovery, to learn about Mutti’s uncompromised
quality and their harvest in Parma. Jimmy meets Mutti experts
Francesco Mutti and Ugo Peruch who help communicate the
brand’s core values of quality, sustainability and respect, and
show millions of UK consumers exactly why Mutti is different
to its competitors. The highly engaging and natural films
premiered during Jamie Oliver’s new prime time Channel 4
show and have also been appearing during other top-rated
and contextually relevant programmes such as The Bake Off
and Goggle Box, as well as running across social media.

1 Source: Value share YTD, Nielsen w.e 03.07.21

2 Source: Value share MAT, Nielsen w.e 03.07.21
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‘Turtle Shell’ a Japanese
symbol of luck, wealth
and longevity.
‘10,000’ according to
Japanese legend, turtles live
to be 10,000 years old.

KIKKOMAN REACHES POLE POSITION
We are delighted that our brand partner, Kikkoman,
has soared to become the UK’s No.1 soy sauce
brand. We started working with Kikkoman in 2013,
when it had 14% value market share. Since then
we have worked hard together to drive UK sales,
distribution and brand awareness to help achieve
its No.1 position. We can now proudly say that
Kikkoman is the No.1 brand with 32.5% value share

MAT1. During this time, Kikkoman has become loved
for its quality, versatility and clean ingredients.
Kikkoman also continues to lead in the Tamari (gluten
free soy sauce) sector with 69% value share, +19%
vs last year’s MAT. It also remains the No.1 Teriyaki
brand, extending the lead with 36.5% value share and
contributing an impressive 80% of the category growth1.

1 MAT IRI to 17.07.21

CHINESE NEW YEAR
We hope there’ll be plenty to celebrate next year, including Chinese New
Year which starts the Year of the Tiger – thought to herald in happiness
and prosperity. Chinese New Year always promises to be a big occasion
with food playing a central part as families and friends join together to
celebrate. Stock up on essential Chinese New Year products for your
customers from our brands including Kikkoman and Wing Yip.
Kikkoman is finalising its Chinese New Year marketing plans, to include
online video, radio and podcasts which are dedicated to creating more
consumption occasions for soy sauce. Your RH Amar account manager
will be updating you in due course with further details - stay tuned!
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CAFÉDIRECT CELEBRATING A BIG BIRTHDAY THIS YEAR
Cafédirect turns 30 in October and has been gearing up for this significant milestone by reflecting on the impact it has
made towards improving smallhold farmer livelihoods over the past three decades, giving back over £30m since the
business was established in 1991.
Additionally, it has been busy holding fundraising events for the benefit of Producers Direct (a charity which supports
farmers and their families at origin) including a significant contribution from its Financial Director, James Nixon, who
took on the unenviable task of visiting all of the original founding members on
his push bike over a meagre five days, cycling nearly 800 miles from London to
Edinburgh.
Cafédirect would like to thank all those who have supported its mission over the
past 30 years (including RH Amar for sponsoring James’ bike ride) and would like
to encourage you all to keep drinking its ‘ridiculously good coffee’ because only
with your support will it be able to keep doing amazing things long into the future.

www.cafedirect.co.uk

Kühne New Product Launch
After the successful launch of Made For Meat sauces in UK retail,
300 year old German pickles and fine food company Kühne will be
launching their Gourmet Selection cornichons later this year.

As Europe‘s biggest pickles producer, these crunchy premium
cornichons are one of the company‘s flagship products, over 15 millio
KÜHNE
LAUNCHES
jars were
sold worldwide
in 2020, and GOURMET
indications are this growth will
continue.
SELECTION CORNICHONS
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Launch campaign
The launch of Gourmet Selection in the UK will
The launch
will be supported with an impactful digital campaign,
be supported with an impactful digital campaign,
reaching
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Kühne will also again be sponsoring this year‘s
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1 IRI 24.1.20

2 Cambridge Market Research Foodfax Omintest
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**IRI 24.1.20
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AUTUMN RECIPES
As we head into the autumn months, here
are two delicious and warming Cooks&Co
recipes for your customers to enjoy.

NEW PRODUCT FORMATS
FOR COOKS&CO
This year four new and exciting formats, created especially
for our foodservice customers, have joined the Cooks&Co
range. The popular Cooks&Co Roasted Red Peppers will
now be available in a larger 2.9kg tin, and Cooks&Co SunDried Tomatoes will be offered in a 750g tin. Both come
in cases of six. A new 400g tin of Cooks&Co Pitted Black
Cherries joins the canned fruit line-up and Cooks&Co Green
Peppercorns are now available in a 1kg Sapphire Jar.

BLACK CHERRY CRUMBLE
INGREDIENTS:
850g tin Cooks&Co Pitted Black Cherries
120g plain flour
60g golden caster sugar
60g unsalted butter, cubed
METHOD:
1.

Pre-heat the oven to 190C fan.

2.

Drain the fruit (keep the syrup) and
empty into a large saucepan.

ROASTED RED PEPPERS

GREEN PEPPERCORNS

3.

These deliciously succulent
Red Peppers are grown and
ripened under the warmth
of the Mediterranean sun,
to produce an intense and
sweet flavour. Ready-touse, they add depth and
sweetness to any dish.

With their mild flavour, these
Green Peppercorns are the
perfect addition to creamy
sauces for meat and fish
dishes. Chop or crush them
up to add a touch of heat
to salads and dressings.

Pour over about 100ml of the syrup onto
the fruit and heat on a medium heat until
the fruit is at the desired consistency.
Transfer to an oven proof dish.

4.

Meanwhile, make the crumble topping
by rubbing the butter into the flour
until it resembles breadcrumbs,
then stir in the caster sugar.

5.

Sprinkle the crumble topping
over the fruit - do not flatten.

SUN-DRIED TOMATOES

PITTED BLACK CHERRIES

6.

These delicious Sun-Dried
Tomatoes bring an intense
tomato flavour to dishes
and can be sliced in salads,
or added to pizza or
pasta dishes.

These plump cherries
taste great in pies,
cakes and desserts.

Place in the oven and bake for about
40 minutes, or until the topping
is golden brown in colour.

CLASSIC PEPPERCORN SAUCE
INGREDIENTS:

All of these products are accredited by the Vegan Society.

1 tbsp butter

2 large shallots , finely chopped

3 tsp Cooks&Co Green Peppercorns, drained
3 tbsp brandy

100ml red wine

200ml beef stock

4 tbsp double cream
METHOD:

Remember to follow the Cooks&Co Instagram
page for all the latest updates @cooksandcouk
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1.

Put the butter in a frying pan, then fry
the shallots and peppercorns over
a medium heat for 5 mins, until the
shallots have softened. Add the brandy
and cook until it has reduced away.

2.

Pour the wine into the pan, turn up the
heat and boil rapidly until reduced by
half. Add the stock and reduce for about
5 mins. Stir the cream into the sauce
and allow it to thicken slightly. Season
to taste. Perfect served with steak!

NEW MACPHIE CARTONS
CONTAIN LESS PLASTIC
Macphie is cutting back on plastic with new-look cartons
which are now made up of 86% renewable material and
use Tetra Pak’s new-to-market plant-based packaging.
The move to this plant-based packaging forms part of
Macphie’s wider aim to reduce the amount of plastic it
uses.
Macphie CEO Andy Stapley said: ‘The people and places
around us matter to Macphie and we’re continually
building sustainability into our business, weaving in
better ways of doing things as we go.
‘As a certified B Corporation, we’ve made a commitment
to using our business as a force for good. We have made
good headway in reducing plastic and continue to press
on with our environmental agenda.’
Macphie has also revitalised its brand identity to reflect
the manufacturer’s ethos for creating ‘simply clever food’.

OUR COLLEAGUES GET
VOLUNTEERING
Every year our colleagues can take one day
out to help with a charity or community project
of their choice. Over the past quarter our
colleagues have helped at various organisations
including: foodbanks, clearing outdoor space
for children to enjoy at a local school, helping
at a horse sanctuary, and assisting the volunteer
team at the Wendover Multiple Sclerosis centre
to run the Oxygen Therapy tanks which can
slow or even reverse the effects of MS.

SPOTLIGHT ON MARKUS ENDT,
SENIOR TECHNICAL MANAGER
1. WHAT IS THE MOST INTERESTING
ASPECT OF YOUR JOB?
The most interesting aspect of my role is to see how
the food industry constantly changes, develops
and adapts to customer and consumer demands.
Currently packaging and sustainability credentials
are moving to the forefront of all conversations
and it is a fast-moving and changing horizon.
2. HOW HAS YOUR ROLE CHANGED
OVER THE YEARS?
My role has changed from being very hands on with
all our private label suppliers to playing more of a
supporting role as our suppliers have become more
familiar with customer requirements and expectations.
I have great support in place with the wider Technical
team and have assisted in building their knowledge and
confidence to deal with the day-to-day requests. They are
now fully capable of supporting our business, and most
importantly, our customers’ and consumers’ expectations.
3. WHAT IS THE BEST PART ABOUT
WORKING FOR RH AMAR?
The wider team, the laughs and the fun we can have
working together. Working at RH Amar does feel like a
family where we all share a common goal in ensuring
we leave a positive legacy of great teamwork built
on trust, good honest relationships and hard work.
4. WHAT COULD BE BETTER ABOUT
WORKING FOR RH AMAR?
I suppose our green credentials and our impact on
the environment could be better understood. We do
a lot already, but don’t necessarily measure it against

specific goals. This is an area that is currently being
reviewed and can be developed with the focus that it
will now get from having a dedicated CSR role in place.
5. WHAT ARE YOUR PREDICTIONS FOR THE
FOOD INDUSTRY IN NEXT 12 MONTHS?
Food inflation will be challenging, especially with crop
shortages due to weather and other disasters we have
experienced and seen taking place in Europe and the rest
of the world. Food authenticity will also be an important
action point for all food businesses to keep an eye on.
Thinking ahead to trends, I think food sharing and
snacking will be key. Further developments in
vegetarian and vegan snacking as well as convenience
meals, all using on-trend products such as banana
blossom, jackfruit and lotus root with an Asian flare.
6. WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE TO A YOUNG
PERSON STARTING OUT IN THE WORLD OF WORK?
Be positive and focus on your success! Be sure to
always communicate with your team and let them know
what support you need. Form positive relationships
directly face to face with your colleagues rather than
hiding behind a screen and only sending emails!
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FARM AFRICA &
FOOD FOR GOOD

CAMP COFFEE SWITCHES TO
RED TOP TO HELP RECYCLING

We’re proud to announce our continued support for
Farm Africa, a leading international development
charity that reduces poverty by encouraging the ability
of farmers across eastern Africa to grow more, sell
more, and sell for more.

Camp Coffee has a new, stand-out design for its bottles
showcasing a vibrant red lid. This replaces its previous
black lid which was hard to recycle. The change to red
makes the packaging fully recyclable and easy to spot
with better shelf stand out.

We’ve renewed our membership of the ‘Food for Good’
network, a group of food and farming businesses who
promote investment in Farm Africa’s vital work. For
more information on Farm Africa’s work, please visit:
www.farmafrica.org

Camp Coffee is a chicory and coffee essence which is
free from artificial flavours, colours and preservatives
and is gluten free and vegan approved. Ready-to-use in
drinks and baking, Camp Coffee is made from a special
recipe that has remained unchanged since 1876.

@FarmAfrica

@FarmAfrica

With the festive season fast approaching, Camp Coffee
is also the perfect addition to create seasonal drinks
and bakes. Examples of our special Camp Coffee
festive recipes include:
Gingerbread Coffee: Mix 2-3tsp of Camp Coffee into a
mug of warm milk and add a pinch of ground cinnamon
and ground ginger. Top with whipped cream and a
dusting of cocoa powder.
Camp Coffee Mince Pies: Add 2-3tsp of Camp Coffee
to regular mince pie pastry mix for a festively delicious
pastry for Christmas mince pies.
For the latest brand updates and to be part of the
Camp Coffee Club follow on Facebook and Instagram
@campcoffeeuk.

RH AMAR CHARITY DRAW
Every year, we donate 10% of our annual profits to charity. Over the past
year this has enabled us to support charities including Cancer Research,
Grief Encounter and Blue Cross.
Following on from the successful charity draw to mark our 75th
anniversary last year, we have decided to hold another special
charity draw. We are asking our customers and brand partners to put
forward charities which they feel would benefit from our support, with
one donation of £10,000 and three donations of £5,000 available.
Nominations need to be submitted by Friday 19th November and the
draw will take place early December.

PREVIOUS CHARITIES
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NOMINATE A CHARITY

To nominate a charity please visit
https://bit.ly/2XpPEkf or follow the
link which will be emailed
out to you shortly.

FAB FIVE RUN FOR FARM AFRICA
We’re proud of our fit and fabulous team of five who are taking part in the Royal Parks Half Marathon in
London, to help raise funds for Farm Africa. The race takes place in October and our RH Amar team is
made up of Modestas, Ryan, Simona, Alex and James W. If you would like to sponsor the team, please visit
www.justgiving.com/team/RHAmarTeam. RH Amar will be matching any sponsorship up to £1,000.
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MA Z Z ET TI
FO R CHR ISTMAS
With Christmas just around the corner, consumers are
thinking about special gifts they can give loved ones this
year. The market for foodie gifts is huge, with an estimated
40% of consumers buying into food and drink for gifts.
Mazzetti believes there is an opportunity for retailers to trade
consumers up and add value to the vinegar category at a time when
the pandemic has not only inspired a new wave of home-cooking
but also increased consumer appreciation for food provenance.
The Mazzetti gifting range is rooted in the origins and
values of the brand, with a commitment to excellence
and superior taste but with a contemporary twist.

THE RA NGE

Each one plays a role within gifting. Driving experimentation, trial and
premiumisation of the category, the range will be available from October.

T HE EX P ERI M ENTA L S ER I E S
A premium twin-pack to introduce consumers
to the wonderful world of Mazzetti vinegars,
inspiring them with a selection of recipes to try.
The elegant box contains 1 x Mazzetti Balsamic
Vinegar of Modena (250ml) and 1 x Mazzetti
White Condiment (250ml), with an RRP of £16.00.

T HE ARTIS TRY S ERIES

Mazzetti’s top quality 3 year aged Balsamic Vinegar, a
product that celebrates the craftmanship and history of
Aceto Balsamico di Modena, is found in this stunning
artist inspired box. RRP £24.00.

T RAD I Z I ONA L E 1 2 & 25 Y EA R AGE D
Known as Mazzetti’s ‘black gold’, this product is harvested,
hand crafted and aged in Modena, Italy, in the traditional
‘batteria’ of small wood barrels for a minimum of either 12 or
25 years. RRP £80-£120.

Tel: +44 (0) 1494 530200 Fax: +44 (0) 1494 472076
Email: info@rhamar.com Website: www.rhamar.com
We hope you enjoy reading our Fine Food News publication. If you wish to stop receiving future editions, please email Rebecca De Ascencao
at rdeascencao@rhamar.com, or write to: Fine Food News, RH Amar, Turnpike Way, High Wycombe, Bucks, HP12 3TF.

